
HOW TO WRITE AN OPINION ESSAY EXAMPLE

point of view. To write a successful opinion essay, make sure to follow these stages: pre-writing, writing and
proofreading. See our Opinion Essay Sample.

A conclusion is a powerful way to end an essay and should leave the reader Example: To sum up, poaching
kills thousands of animals annually resulting in many species on the endangered species list. English Handout:
Sample Five-Paragraph Sample Subject: Conclusion application letter sample university admission of
application letter to teach in school Summary of essay. Need help with hook sentences? In the conclusion, tell
them what you told them. Using a variety of longer and shorter sentences is an excellent strategy to keep
people reading and create a cohesive essay. I will show that matters in this type of paper next. However, to
make your essay more engaging, you can end with a warning, ask a provocative question or suggest
consequences. Summary of the main points b. An opinion essay exists to prove your main point â€” your
thesis. As you have just 40 minutes to write your opinion essay, it is best to state a clear opinion in the first
paragraph and stick to it, rather than try to deliver a more complex or nuanced answer. We can find opinion
essays in newspapers and magazines as articles or letters to the editor, etc. Learn More Opinion Essay Sample
Structure It might seem like an opinion essay is difficult to nail because it is slightly different from your
typical academic paper. By using the website, you agree with storing the cookies on your computer. Because
vaccines are widely supported by research, have few side effects, and have proven essay in halting the spread
of disease, I believe it is important that all sample continue to vaccinate their children. If and when you sample
children, please get them vaccinated. Do we need stricter laws to combat cyberbullying? This will promote
further technological advances as well as provide a possible means of escape should earth become
uninhabitable in future. I recall we did an activity with the three readings we were given in groups and my
group specifically was wondering what would get the youth attention the most. Fear not! Susan says: [2] The
last two lines of this paragraph provide a strong thesis statement that explains the focus of the essay: the
opinion that political parties need to connect with younger people in order to get those under 30 involved in
politics. We need to redefine marriage 2. Conclusion: a.


